Welcome!
We invite you to introduce yourself in the
chat with your name, position title,
location/organizational affiliation, and
something that you do for self-care.
Make sure you change the setting so you're
sending the message To: All panelists and
attendees
BRENISEN WHEELER
Education and Outreach
Coordinator, Women's Advocates
MARY BETH BECKER-LAUTH
Crisis Resource and Outreach Navigator,
Women's Advocates

If you have a specific question or topic that
you would like covered in this webinar, feel
free to add it to the Q&A section.

Poll: What best describes your role in the community?

Current beliefs
about safety

Elements of
emotional safety

Importance of
emotional safety

Emotional safety
planning tips

Personal emotional
safety exploration

Resources

OVERVIEW OF
THE NEXT 90
MINUTES

Write in the chat: What words do you currently associate with safety?

Current Associations with Safety

Source
Source

Emotional Safety Definition
Merriam-Webster definition of safety: “freedom from harm or
danger : the state of being safe. : the state of not
being dangerous or harmful. : a place that is free from
harm or danger : a safe place.”
A safe place requires that you do not feel as if you are
at risk of harm or danger and with emotional safety it
means knowing that you will not be criticized,
blamed, rejected, invalidated or dismissed by
your partner.
Emotional safety is “a feeling that your innermost thoughts,
feelings and experience are, and will be, honored as one
honors themselves. You need not prove, nor impress; you
just simply are. When it is present you feel open, even, at
ease, and fluid with the spontaneity of a healthy child.”

Emotional safety means you are:


Safe to express themselves fully and
authentically



Safe to share dissatisfaction about
something their partner did



Safe to share sexual desires, displeasure,
and fantasies



Safe to share their personal insecurities and
fears



Safe to have a conversation without it
escalating to a full blown argument



Safe to share meaning that they can say
any of the above without being met with
yelling, name calling, blaming, shaming,
exit language, and/or rejection.

Why Emotional Safety?
SURVIVING ABUSE CAN BREAK YOUR SPIRIT.
EMOTIONAL SAFETY PLANNING KEEPS YOUR SPIRIT STRONG.

Importance of
Safety in a
Relationship
When

you don't feel safe in a
relationship, your focus shifts from
connection to protection.

Poll: Hav e you ev er worked with or engaged with someone who expressed emotional unsafety?
Source

Emotional Safety in Relationships
Emotional unsafety may sound
like...




“Why didn’t you tell me?” “You
never share with me!” “How come you
are so quiet when I try to talk to
you?” “Answer me!” “You’re so
secretive!” “You never talk!”
“Why don’t you ever tell me
how you’re feeling?”
“That’s why I don’t tell you anything!”
“I can’t talk to you!”
“That’s not what I meant”
“I should’ve just kept my mouth shut!”

Emotional safety may sound
like...






"I can tell you about something that
bothers me without fearing your
response." "
"I am allowed to express my emotions
freely and this expression is met with
kindness and understanding."
"I know that was hard for you to share
with me. Thank you for telling me. We
will come up with a plan together to
make it better."

Emotional safety is created when both
partners...
Validation, nonjudgment

Positive framing

Inviting body
language



Validate the other's feelings, empathize with what
they are sharing, listen non-judgmentally, do not
internalize and make it about them, focus on trying to
understand the other's feelings.



Give the other an opportunity to show something
different, shift any negative/toxic thoughts to positive
and loving thoughts, enter the conversation open to
experiencing them in a more positive light, practice
trust.



Turn towards each other, give eye contact, make
facial expressions that show attention, sit/stand in
close proximity, touch their hand. In other words, join
them where they are.

Collective approach

Vulnerability met with
kindness

Reliability/consistency



Make “we” statements around resolutions, talk about
future hopes and goals for the relationship, speak to
the commitment such as “we will get through this,”
and comments/statements that show a commitment
to figuring things out and continuing to work on
the relationship.



Acknowledge that being vulnerable is
not easy, thank them for trusting you enough to share
their feelings, validate what they have shared with
the othe, and encourage them to continue to open
up and know that they will be met with love and
understanding.



Follow through on what they say they are going to
do, keep their word, establish trust by being
consistent. Be themselves at all times.

Source

What's in an
Emotional
Safety Plan?

Assessing Emotional Safety:
Tools for Advocates
Isolation and support system
• How often does the victim-survivor communicate with
people outside of the home?
Emotional and/or verbal abuse
• Does the abusive person criticize, gaslight, dismiss, or
threaten the victim-survivor?
Self-talk
• Is the victim-survivor's self image solely based on what the
abusive person says?

Poll: How comfortable do you feel with promoting emotional safety in the 7 ways displayed on the screen?

Promoting Emotional Safety:
Tools for Advocates

Understand
emotional
safety.

Help survivors
manage
feelings.

Provide clear
information
and avoid
surprises.

Provide a
soothing
place.

Help survivors
feel comforted
and in control.

Provide
information
about trauma.

Support
emotional
safety for staff.

Source

Write in the chat: What are some things that you can SAY to promote emotional safety?

Source

Promoting Emotional Safety
Sounds Like This:
“We want you to know that whatever you
are thinking and feeling, you are welcome
here.”

“You may just want to sit and relax for a bit. This room is set up for that
and open whenever you need to use it.”

“For many people, this can all be ov erwhelming. We don’t hav e to
solv e ev ery problem right away. Let’s take the time to sort things out together
and then decide which thing you want to work on first.”
“All of us are affected by
the work we
do. Everyone’s emotional
safety is important.”

“We want you and your children to feel safe and welcome.
If something doesn’t seem right to you, please do let us know
and we’ll work on it with you.”

“Many people have trouble turning their minds
away from frightening experiences. Sometimes people
feel anxious, worrying about how to make things
turn out better.”

“A lot of us liv e and work together in the small space here.
That’s why we meet twice a week to talk about how things
are going for each of us and what we each need to be
as comfortable as possible. We ask all the
community members who live or work in the shelter to be
present.”

https://www.wadvocates.org/our-services/violence-prevention-education/safetyresources/

Safety Planning for Deaf Survivors

EMOTIONAL SAFETY TIPS
SAFETY PLANS SHOULD BE...

Individualized

Addressing the
fears/concerns
of survivor

Realistic for
survivor's
situation, practical

Always open for
revisions

Revisited
frequently

Shared with one
other person

Chat: what are other put-downs an abuser might use? How could we reframe them?

Emotional Safety: Tips for Staying
• Journaling: an antidote to gaslighting
• Keep your sense of perspective: practice reframing
Verbal insult from an abuser...

...Reframed to reflect the truth

"Look what you made me do,"

"They're responsible for their own
actions."
"I'm not responsible for someone
else's behavior."

"It's your fault that I [hit you/broke
this/said that]"

"You're worthless"

"I'm important, even when other
people can't see my worth."

Special Considerations for the COVID-19 Holiday
Season

Holiday Related Tips
➢

Anticipate & plan for possible distressing situations. Try
to set boundaries in advance.



Confide in & collaborate with a trusted person in the
same physical space as you and outside.



Brainstorm ways to get out of the house if possible
and things that you can regularly do to promote your
physical, emotional, mental, spiritual wellness. Try to
follow a routine. Try to tend to the body (walks,
breathing exercises, mindful eating, etc.)



Know how to contact a trained advocate &
determine when you would utilize this phone number,
website, text line.

COVID-19 Specific Tips


Identify your strengths and protective personal
and/or parenting efforts



Look for patterns or triggers of abuse or violence


What time of the day is most difficult to nav igate? What
usually happens during that time?



Gauge your level of social, cultural and spiritual
connectedness



Physical safety planning




Location considerations

Emotional safety planning


Routine after a difficult time (music, w alk around the
house, stretch, prepare a specific snack)



Scheduling time for yourself / release your emotions (take
a bath, folding the laundry)



Affirmations/ v isualizations

Chat: How else might survivors combat anxiety while leaving an abusive relationship?

Emotional Safety Tips for Leaving

Combatting
anxiety
Grounding
techniques
Preparation

Emotional Safety Tips for After Leaving

Finding
Community

Dealing
With
Triggers

Continued
Self-Care

Struggle

Possible Solutions

Flashbacks

•
•

Grounding techniques
Therapeutic support

Feelings of guilt or regret
about leaving

•
•
•

Support groups
Shame-free zone
Reminder: you deserve
safety

"Abuser brain"

Reframing

Therapeutic
Support

Continued
Physical
Safety

Poll: Which routes of safety would you like to learn more about?

Exploring your personal emotional safety considerations



When have you felt emotionally
unsafe?



When have you felt that your emotions,
reactions, thoughts, feelings etc. would
be met with kindness, patience, and
understanding?



What components of safety are
especially important to you?

Source

Source

Source

Source

Source

View Interactive PDF Here

Poll: What are some signs that
emotional safety may be
jeopardized?

Safety Planning

Comprehensive Safety Planning Goes
Beyond Physical Safety

Women's
Advocates
has a LIVE
CHAT
feature on
our website

Resources Available
https://www.wadvocates.org/our-services/violence-prevention-education/safetyresources/

Emotional Safety Planning Resources
o

Grounding Techniques Worksheet

o

For Advocates: Tip on Enhancing Emotional Safety

o

Safety Planning Tips for Domestic Violence Victims during COVID-19

o

Kidpower Emotional Safety Tips for Families during the Pandemic

o

5 things you can do to enhance your child's emotional safety

o

Insights from the Hotline Room: Planning for Holiday Gatherings

o

DayOne NY Safety Planning for the Holidays

o

Reach Beyond Domestic Violence: Tips for Supporting Survivors During the Holidays

o

Family violence safety planning during COVID-19

